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Agenda :
1. European history of steelmaking

2. Others are still at the very beginning of this history

3. What can Europe afford ?

4. Low emission principles

a) Gas separation

b) CO re-use by chemical industry

c) CO2-H2-chemistry : new technologies

d) CO2 sale

e) CO2 storage



The challenge of the steel industry = 

C-footprint reduction
Conventional steel making = blast furnaces (BF) Electrical steel making = electric arc furnaces (EAF)

1,8 billion tons of steel in 2018

30% of industrial CO2-emissions. 

6,7% of anthropogenic CO2-emissions

They are amongst the highest of 

industries…. 
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C-footprint reduction : the main emittors

are not located in Europe !!!
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Power generation is a very common practice, 

but not the answer to the CO2 problem
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How much can Europe afford to stay in business 

????

Carbon is a reactant agent for steel production, not an energy source ! 

2C + Fe2O3 -> CO + CO2 + 2 Fe

You can not lower the CO2 emission from the steel industry by installing one

more windmill…  ETS is made for power generation, not for chemical

processes !!!
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Carbon can be re-used :

Carbon is expensive to

replace (H2) :
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The Low Emission Plant principles
Technical principles :

•Half of the steel mill gases is CO, which is 

burnt for power production. By not burning

the CO a lot of CO2 is avoided.

This CO can be used for fuel and chemical

production.

•The lack of electricity on the grid, can be

compensated by the production of 

RENEWABLE electricity. This is the major 

lever to reduce the CO2 emissions

•By separating the CO from the CO2, pure 

CO2 is available for re-use or storage.

Only the re-use of C 

can ignite a 

CIRCULAR economy



Logical steps to develop CCU technologies :

Step 1 : re-use of industrial process gasses

• CO from steelmaking gas

• H2 from electrolysis, chemical industry

• CO, H2 from waste gasification, pyrolysis

Recycled

Carbon 

fuel/chemical

Continuous operation

Lowest Capex depreciation cost / 

Capacity surplus at marginal expense

Lowest Opex cost

Step 2 : re-use of CO2 wit H2 from curtailed renewable electricity

Intermittent operation

Highest Capex depreciation can be avoided

Production at marginal cost
RENFUNBIO

E-fuel

Step 3 : roll out of the technology to abate other emissions

Continuous operation

Capex lowered by development

Opex almost zero

??? 

Fuel/chemical
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The different steps of the Zero Emission Plan(t) 

concept of ArcelorMittal

Steel mill

gas
Gas 

separation

CO (+ H2) re-use

CO2 + H2 re-use

CO2 fixation

CO2 storage Circular

economy
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The steel mill of the future …. will still produce gasses

Coke Oven gas

Blast Furnace gas

H2 and CH4

source

CO2 , CO and

N2 source

Basic Oxygen Furnace gas

CO source

BF Gas : 62 %

BOF Gas : 10%

CO Gas : 28% Power plant : 48%

52% of the gas energy 

replaces natural gas in 

the plant
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The steel mill of the future …. will provide the 

single gas componentsSteel mill

gases

CO/CO2/H2/N2

DMEA

Solvents

(V)PSA

MEMBRANE



3D : pilot project 2019 – 2023 (Dunkirk)

Capture of 0,5 t/h CO2 

from 1.100 Nm3/h BF-

gas to study feasability

pré-FEED done by IFPEN

The steel mill of the future …. will provide the 

single gas components
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Carbon capture :  from the lab (VALORCO) to 

the AMAL plant (3D): overview

Different stages :

Stage 2 : 3D

Industrial pilot

0,5 t/h CO2

Stage 1 : lab pilot

Check of DMX on 

syn BF Gas

Stage 3 : 3D

Industrial demonstrator

100 – 120 t/h CO2

Stage 0 : lab

Parameter 

check of DMX

Conclusion :

DMX requires less energy 

(2,4 GJ/t) than MEA (3 GJ/t) 

to capture CO2 from BF 

Gas. Hence cost decrease

of 10 – 15 €/t CO2
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The steel mill of the future …. will sell CO

Valorisation of 

steel mill CO

H2- sources =
•Coke Oven gas

•H2 surplus from chemical

partner

•Electrolysis

C2H6O

Sale to chemical industry

Conversion into valuable

hydrocarbons

C3H6O

C4H8



The Gent Ethanol plant

The steel mill of the future …. will sell CO

EtOH production = X T/y

CO2 avoided = 2,1 X T/y

CO2 captured = 6,6 X T/y

Total CO2 =       8,7 X ton/y

CCU
CCS

Potential of 300 kton EtOH/year = 380 

Ml/year= over 700 kT/y of CO2 savings



100 % yield
CO2 scrubbing
H2S scrubbing
Energy consumption = 
2,6 GJ/tCO2

CO gas

CO2/H2S-Gas

BF gas
Synthetic Cracker Feed

Steam for CO2 stripping

DOW RESTRICTED

H2 import   gas
SCF production = X T/y

CO2 avoided = 2,3 X T/y

CO2 captured = 4,7- 7 X T/y

Total CO2 = 7- 9,3 X ton/y

CAPEX = 10% of investment 

cost of wind energie, for the

same CO2 saving

SCF reactor tail gas

The steel mill of the future …. will sell CO

CCU
CCS
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The steel mill of the future …. will sell CO2 - derivates

Raw CO2

Valorisation of 

steel mill CO2

CH2O2

CH3COOH 

H3COCH3

C2H6O

H3COH 

C3H6O

CH4

H2- sources =
•Coke Oven gas

•H2 surplus from chemical

partner

•Electrolysis

Fuels - chemicals

+

C4H8O2

//commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Formic_acid.svg
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The steel mill of the future …. will sell CO2 - derivates

MeOH production = X T/y

CO2 avoided = 1,3 X T/y

CO2 captured = (1,3 X T/y)

Total CO2 =       1,3-2,6 X ton/y

+ additional PP closure

Total CO2 = 7 X ton/y

CCU
CCS

https://www.carbonrecycling.is/

news/co2-to-methanol-plant-

china

Shuncheng

Steel China
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In integrated steel mills .. a combination of gases

can be used

H2 gas
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The steel mill of the future …. will sell CO2

Raw CO2

CO2 high 

temperature

electrolysis with

renewable

electricityValorisation of 

steel mill CO2

Carbonation minerals –

slags - …

CO2 reforming

in plasma torches

with renewable

electricity

CO 

+ 

H2

C2H6O

Sale of the CO2 (industrial 

gas supplier, green houses, 

EOR …)

Polyurethane
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The steel mill of the future …. will sell CO2

PCC

production
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PUR production = X T/y

CO2 avoided = 0,2 X T/yCCU
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CO2 + CH4 ->  2 CO + 2 H2

IGAR project at AMAL Dunkirk
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H2 based steelmaking project at AM Hamburg



AM is looking to the use of renewable electricity in 

different ways :

Use of green hydrogen in DRI making : Direct electrolysis of Fe :

3,5 MWh/t

3,11 MWh/t
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The steel mill of the future …. may have a legal problem

… and no market for its products

RED 2 : 2020 - 2030 Recycled Carbon Fuels
Many of these products will cost more than the fossil products

1. The LCA-methodology has to be defined and accepted in a delegated

act. The minimum threshold of GHG reduction is not yet fixed

(renewable electricity is privileged for transport = EV)

2. Member states can decide themselves

if they allow Recycled Carbon Fuels

in the energy mix for transport

3. The CO2 taxes for re-used

carbon may not

be eliminated (ETS)
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The steel mill of the future …. Conclusions :

1. A quick increase of renewable electricity capacity in the EU is to be

installed

2. A clear and unambiguous LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT methodology is 

necessary (DG Energy  : start 2018)

3. This will allow us to calculate the real CO2 abatement potential of the new 

technologies, and rank them for support measures

4. This will determine a CO2 support price to deploy new technologies

5. This will create new industries, jobs, .. and make Europe less depending

from energy from other continents (gas, oil, coal,)

6. As as result the EU will have cleaner air to breathe
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https://www.worldsteel.org/media-centre/industry-member-news/2019-

member-news/ArcelorMittal-publishes-first-Climate-Action-report.html
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The Zero Emission plant….

Steel mill

gases

CO/CO2/H2

Clean CO/H2

Clean CO2/H2

C2H6O

CH2O2

CH3COOH 

H3COCH3

EOR

CSS

Clean H2
From COG, 

electrolysis or excess

from chemical industry

Raw CO2

C2H6O

H3COH 

Sale to chemical industry

Sale to gas 

industry

CO2 
conversion with

renewable

electricity

Public pipe

Clean 

CO

C3H6O

C3H6O
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